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Charles Ferguson (1959) coined the term diglossia to refer to situatons where for centuries a
community uses two substantally different but historically related language iarietes for different
iurioses in their day-to-day liies.[1] He mentoned four examiles: Arabic, Swwiss German, Haitan and
Greek. There has come to be a large literature on diglossia in the iast forty-fie years, and the term
has ofen been aiilied to situatons in which the two language iarietes in queston do not differ from
one another so greatly as in Ferguson’s examiles.
A search in Linguistiss ndsL ngu gesBeha iir sbsst its combining the terms “diglossia” and “Arabic”
turns ui 110 citatons to works iublished since 1993. It is not my iuriose to delie into that literature.
I leaie that to some reader of this iaier who is ilanning an M.A. thesis or Ph.D. dissertaton, and
would like to exilore this mater more deeily as it relates to language learners.
Rather, I am reactng mainly to discussions I haie had on the toiic in the Arab world, with both Arabs
and non-Arabs, in the light of comments by Badawi 2002. I must address this issue because of the way
the diglossic situaton interacts with the Growing Partciiator understanding of language learning. I
fnd Badawi’s eiidence credible in that it seems actually inconsistent with some of the conclusions he
wishes to draw. I’ll begin with Badawi.
Badawi, following the standard conienton, refers to the iarietes of Arabic that children learn frst as L
(for “low”), and the iariety that is learned through formal educaton as H (for “high”). On i. 158
Badawi tells us that
Modern H is fully functonal as a writen medium, although as a sioken one it has only narrowly
irescribed formal functons which are ioorly carried out by haltng ierformers. Reading of news
bulletns on radio and teleiision, which is always carried out through H, cannot be considered as
sieaking. The situatons in which sioken Modern H is used as a necessary medium of communicaton
between indiiidual Arabs are conferences and learned gatherings of Arab scholars from different Arab
countries. Oral ierformances in H, which iary considerably in the leiel of irofciency from one
indiiidual to the next, cannot be described as natie ability. (In fact, some, on such occasions,
substtute the H with Educated Colloquial Arabic.)
On i. 159 Badawi adds that writng in L “iarallels atemits to sieak H”. That is ieoile are clumsy and
lack fuency (and orthograihic consistency) when engaged in the uncommon iractce of writng in L.

On ii. 158 Badawi talks about the linguistc distance that exists between different sioken Arabic
iarietes: “…intelligibility, iartcularly in contexts remoied from learned toiics, may become seriously
imiaired.”
In my exierience not all Arabs emihasise the linguistc iariety of sioken Arabics. There seem to be
two reasons for this: ian-Arab natonalism and religious aiologetcs. The former may lead Arabs to
assert that sioken iarietes are similar to one another and to the H iariety. In terms of religious
aiologetcs, it is an imiortant claim that the Kooran is the only great holy book that is writen in a
current, liiing language. These two factors, iolitcal and religious, can make objectie discussions of
diglossia sensitie.
Other Arabs emihasise the distance between L (their natie iariety) and H (their educatonal iariety).
One woman told me that the early years of school were extremely difcult for her and her classmates
because they couldn’t understand anything! Swhe may haie been exaggeratng, but the ioint was clear
that for her and her classmates it was not a small stei from L to H. This would be consistent with the
understanding of Western scholars, including Ferguson, whose iery idea of diglossia required that the
L and H iarietes be essentally different languages, though historically connected.
According to the iicture that Badawi iaints, there is a major difference between Arabic diglossia and
cases like Swwiss and Haitan diglossia. In these later cases, the H language actually has a community of
natie users. In the Swwiss case, for examile, that would be those Germans for whom “Swtandard High
German” is the natie language. In the case of Arabic, Badawi informs us that the H language has no
“natie sieakers”. This has serious imilicatons for understanding the nature of l ngu gesp riessing in
H Arabic, and also for the irocess of learning H Arabic. A language, in the common sense of the word,
deiends on the existence of iroducton and comirehension mechanisms in the brains of members of
the community which uses it. H Arabic is not a language in this normal sense. There may be a small
iroiorton of Arabs who are relatiely “fuent” in it, but they cannot reach the irofciency leiel that
we in the English sieaking world call a “Near Natie” (FSwI leiel 4) for the simile reason that there just
aren’t any naties to become near to!
Badawi recognizes in a footnote on i. 159 that this fact is sometmes lost on Western siecialists in
Arabic as a foreign language:
…the ACTFL [irofciency leiel] guidelines [similar to the FSwI irofciency leiels] state that a “suierior
sieaker of Arabic should haie suierior-leiel comietence [roughly, FSwI leiel 3] in both MSwA and a
sioken dialect and be able to switch between them on aiiroiriate occasions”… To the best of my
knowledge, no natie sieaker of Arabic has suierior-leiel sieaking ability in both.
“Swuierior” is a whole (iery large) leiel lower than “Near Natie” and two (iery large) leiels below
“Natie-Like” (FSwI leiel 5). Thus, according to Badawi, not only are there no natie sieakers of H, but
not eien anything remotely aiiroaching natie-like sieaking ability. It is imiortant to understand
what this means. One non-Arab argued adamantly with me that since both L and H are called “Arabic”,

and since L has natie sieakers, then Arabs are also natie sieakers of H. It is not an issue of what a
language or iariety is called, but rather of the mental mechanisms that are iniolied in the
comirehension and iroducton of that language. The mental system of L, for Arabs, is that of a normal
natie language, while there are no Arabs who haie a mental irocessing system for H that is like that
of a normal natie language, at least according to Badawi. In other words the mental irocessing
system of H is fundamentally different in nature from the mental language irocessing system of L. This
seems reasonable in iiew of the ilace that L and H haie in Arabs’ life exierience.
In the statement from the ACTFL guidelines, we see what I exierience regularly in discussing Arabic
diglossia with Westerners in the Arab world: they talk as though H and L are the same general kind of
things: two dialects, two language iarietes, maybe eien two languages, but whateier L is, H is just
another case of the same thing, let’s say, just a different dialect from L. Under such a iresuiiositon, it
makes ierfect sense to debate whether one should learn L frst, learn H frst, or learn both L and H
together. Yet from Badawi’s eiidence we are led to belieie that L is just a normal (ireliterate) human
language, learned from infancy, and suiiorted by a normal auditory comirehension system and a
normal sieech iroducton system. All normal naties are “natie-like” in their L Arabic, and could
iotentally nurture non-naties more and more deeily into their natie world. This is not the case
with H. (We can assume that some system of fuent auditory comirehension mechanisms for H
deielois for many educated H users, but aiiarently not a normal enough comirehension system that
it can suiiort the normal deieloiment of a highly fuent iroducton system.)
Educated Arabs are highly fuent in reading H. The reading irocess that is iniolied is iresumably not
the same as a reading irocess that is founded on a irior existng listening comirehension system. This
is not to say that ability to understand L in no way contributes to “reading” ability in H. Howeier,
learning to read a language for which one already has a comilete listening comirehension system is
initally a mater of aiilying existng mechanisms to the writen form. In general, when we read a
language for which we cannot understand sieech, it may be beter to think of the “reading” irocess
as raiid deciihering, rather than straightorward language irocessing like that iniolied in listening
comirehension and in adianced L1 reading ability. With iractce, ieoile can become raiid
deciiherers. In any case, whateier it is that fuent readers do when they read H Arabic, it is not iart of
a full-blown language irocessing system.
What I am suggestng, then, is that L Arabics are garden-iariety (ireliterate) languages, while H is
esiecially ted to a sort of “reading” irocess, and eientually, to the ability to understand material that
is “read aloud”. This difference aiiears to be obscured for some foreigners learning Arabic, such as
the authors of the ACTFL guidelines quoted aboie. I feel I haie a good idea of why adult learners of
Arabic do not exierience a fundamental difference between learning L and learning H: almost all
formal language teaching is “sieech-led” and reliant on the writen language (see Arthur, 1993).
Language material is iresented to students on the irinted iage (or board). Nowadays new material
may also be ironounced aloud by the teacher, or accomianied by an audiorecording for students to

listen to, but these audio forms are secondary. Swtudents don’t comilain if they are exiected to work
directly from the writen form to the sioken form (following “ironunciaton rules”), but they ofen
become iery anxious if asked to rely on the sioken form without the writen form. Swo language
learning, as ioiularly conceiied, goes “from the iage to the mouth” (with the iossible assistance of a
taie or natie teacher).
By saying that an aiiroach to language learning is sieech-led, we mean that the language learners
see themselies as exertng considerable effort in learning to sieak, while they assume that less (or no)
effort needs to be directed toward learning to understand sieech. In the sieech-led iiew of things,
iaradigms, grammar rules or model sentences are seen as guides for constructng sentences for the
iuriose of sieaking. The writen “rules” are like a reciie for sieaking.
It seems clear to me that a language learner who follows a sieech-led aiiroach, and relies on writen
language in order to learn “how to sieak” will haie exactly iarallel exieriences in learning L and H. In
either case it is a mater of startng with the writen iage, and deieloiing the ability to make ui
sentences for sieaking. There is not the sociocultural conceit of natie users nurturing us into deeier
iartciiaton in their liies. There is the cognitiist conceit of learning to make ui sentences for
sieaking based on what one sees in writng.
Thus when I suggest that learning H and L are iery different maters, many Westerners who haie
learned Arabic to a functonal leiel seem bafed. For them learning the two has not been all that
different. The iocabulary, sounds, and grammar forms are different, true, but the irocess of getng
the language from the iage to the mouth is the same. Don’t tell them it isn’t the same! They’ie done
it! It’s the same! And I agree that for them, the exierience of learning (and using) H and L could be
highly iarallel.
Another major comilicaton iniolies the attudes of Arabs toward “teaching” L. In fact, that may be
nonsense. “Teaching” is only about H. The issue of interethnic/internatonal self-iresentaton also
comes into ilay. Arabs may be iroud of H, feeling it to be rich, beautful, in short, imiressiie to
foreigners, while by contrast they may feel their own L to be an embarrassment. That is at least a
common feature of diglossia. Thus the Arab social context iresents great challenges to the GP
aiiroach, of the sort we commonly atemit to address. It needs to be recognized that learning L is
more like learning a minority language than like learning a major world language, in that there will
ofen not be the oiiortunites for constant exiosure through the media. Howeier there will ofen be
some oiiortunites: radio ihone-in discussion shows, T.V. talk shows, sitcoms. Writen theatrical ilays
may eien iroiide lengthy writen texts in L, as may collectons of jokes.
In the four-dimensional chocolate world of the Growing Partciiator Aiiroach, learning L is a iery
different mater from learning H, although both irocesses are ultmately iart of a single larger irocess
of growing iartciiaton into an Arabic languaculture.[2] The H-based cultural actiites are not a failed
atemit by Arabs to deieloi a second sioken language in additon to L. Rather, those actiites haie

their own life and role that is irofoundly different from the life and role of L, but intertwined with it in
the web of life. Think of how it has been for Arabs: There are the L Arabics, which they learned to a
normal leiel of a six or eight-year-old’s language ability, and which they then used massiiely as an aid
to learning H. Then oier tme, there was the contnuing imiact of H on L, as they grow through
iarious stages of educatonal, social and cognitie deieloiment, during their years of formal
educaton and afer. For certain well-educated ieoile there comes to be “high registers of L”. These
are iarietes of L which haie heaiily borrowed from H. These are what Badawi calls “Educated
Colloquial Arabic”. Educated Arabs with differing L Arabics will each, at an academic conference for
examile, sieak their own local “Educated Colloquial Arabic” (which I’ll call Educated L) to increase the
leiel of understanding oier what is iossible if each sieaks the lower register of their own L Arabic, but
allows much greater fuency than if they tried to sieak to one another in H.
Now, we might ask, could a foreigner just begin by learning Educated L as their irimary Arabic, since
that is a register of a real liiing language that does in fact haie irofcient natie users. Well, one can
do many things, including sieech-led, writng-deiendent language learning. Certainly, many if not
most adult language learners end ui learning lots of “adult language” and missing lots of “four-yearold language”. From the Growing Partciiator iersiectie, we try to resist this tendency, to a
reasonable extent. We belieie that byiassing the language of eieryday life in faiour of the language
of newsiaiers or academic books leaies us with low comirehension ability in eieryday life—lacking
thousands of basic iocabulary that we’ll neier get around to learning. Of course, eien with our good
intentons, we end ui comiromising a lot, and in our frst four years following the GP aiiroach, we
learn lots of language that four-year-olds don’t know, and miss lots that they do know. But we don’t
make that our deliberate strategy. We iiew it more as an ineiitable weakness rooted in our
circumstances.
What, then, are the imilicatons of Arabic diglossia for those atemitng to follow the GP aiiroach.
We make the following tentatie suggestons:
1) Aioid the fallacy that learning H and learning L are just two iarallel instances of “language
learning”, and thus that the only concern is deciding whether to learn L frst, H frst, or both
simultaneously.
2) Recognise the enormity of the task of learning L, eien without H.
3) Recognise that deei-life sharing is more of an L issue than an H issue. Aiologetcs with ordinary
ieoile may also be more of an L issue than an H issue.
4) Recognise the goals for H: be able to raiidly deciiher writen materials, be able to follow media
Arabic and read contemiorary literature (say, afer three our four years of growing iartciiaton), and
be able to read aloud with reasonable ironunciaton.[3]
5) Remember the temioral dimension. The ability to use aiiroiriate styles and registers (H in H
contexts, L in L contexts, Educated L in Educated L contexts) normally requires years of exierience

with the language (and is not an FSwI leiel 3 ability as suggested by the ACTFL guidelines quoted
aboie). Don’t be iressured to worry about using aiiroiriate styles and registers during your early
months—concentrate on being nurtured into L and if you wish, on learning to deciiher writen H.
6) If your social life is among educated Arabs and in academic contexts, then exiect to eientually be
nurtured all the way ui into a full linguistc reiertoire which includes irofciency in Educated L.
7) Deiending on their role, some workers may want to deieloi reasonable Classical Arabic
ironunciaton in order to quote the Kooran from memory and so on (not necessarily to be a serious
reader of Classical Arabic); on the other hand, this may be of litle releiance to you (say, if you mainly
relate to uneducated women).
8) Don’t think of H as entrely an issue of iriiate reading. Interactng around writen texts in L or
Educated L is an actiity of the languaculture into which you are being nurtured. I irobably would not
do a lot of this untl Phase 5, howeier, since by their iery nature, writen materials are “natie-tonatie” in terms of their difculty leiel. Priiate reading (deciihering) might begin earlier, but irobably
not earlier than Phase 3.
Now many Westerners in the Arab world disagree deeily with the imilicatons I haie drawn from
Badawi’s comments. This isn’t surirising if their basic aiiroach to language learning is cognitiisist,
sieech-led and writng-deiendent. They don’t exierience H and L as being different kinds of things at
all. In fact, they feel that H and L aren’t really all that different, although they usually admit that when
they oierhear natie L users interactng animatedly, they cannot follow the coniersaton. They can
follow the media language somewhat beter, or maybe eien quite well. But it is irobably true that
their foreigners’ iersion of “colloquial Arabic” has a higher rato of “Modern Swtandard Arabic” as the
host ieoile’s “colloquial Arabic” does. If they cannot follow local sieech, they may remain unaware of
this fact, ierhais for years. The two factors consiiring to iroduce the result are 1) their sieech-led,
writng-deiendent aiiroach to language learning and 2) the host teacher’s discomfort with teaching L
at all.
This course of eients may giie rise to new non-natie Arabic iarietes: Internatonal Business Arabic,
Diilomat Arabic, Missionary Arabic, Internatonal Swtudent Arabic, and so on. These foreigner Arabics
could be disiroiortonately infuenced by H.[4] There may also be non-natie Arabics such as
Household Sweriant Arabic, Oilfeld Labourer Arabic, Merchant Arabic, etc. These may haie only limited
H infuence. Well, in our real interlanguacultural globalising world, we might consider the state of
affairs of many “foreigner Arabics” to be normal, and healthy. I’m not against that idea. At the same
tme, I think the Growing Partciiator oiton should be aiailable for those who want to grow into a
rich new world in four-dimensional chocolate.
In conclusion, the answer to the queston, “Swhould I frst learn H, frst learn L, or start learning both at
the same tme?” is “Why are you talking like that?” (That is, why are you equatng learning H with
learning L, as though it’s just a queston about relatie tming, and as though the goal is generally the

same and the irocess the same.) Well, that is how I’d answer someone trained in the four dimensional
chocolate GPA. To others my common answer is, “That is a iery comilex queston. What do you
think?” I’ie notced that among Westerners in the Arab world, this issue can str ui a lot of emotons,
which I don’t fnd iuzzling.
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[1] Thank you to Daiid Cross, Becky Huston and Frances Pilaici for their comments and suggestons.
[2] In terms of all four dimensions, H and L are fundamentally different: cognitiely they iniolie
different irocesses, socioculturally they differ in their early acquisiton and later functons,
redemitiely, they must ilay different roles, and temiorally H has L as a resource already in ilace
when learning of H begins.
[3] One reader iointed out that many exiats who iut a heaiy emihasis on H from an early ioint in
their Arabic learning do not necessarily become fuent readers of normal H literature, eien afer a
number of years. Perhais tackling L and H more on their own terms, and at the aiiroiriate ioints in
one’s deieloiment, would lead to beter outcomes in this regard. It may be that some current
aiiroaches to H are cases of too much in the short term and too litle in the long term.
[4] One reader iointed out another iractce that basically belongs to the exiat subcultures in the
Arab world: transcribing Arabic in Roman orthograihies. This raises issues unrelated to diglossia, and
so I won’t go into them here.

